04 grand cherokee

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Price and availability subject to change without prior notice. Other terms, conditions
may apply, CALL office for details. Visit us online at WWW. COM for more information and
additional pictures. You can apply for credit, get directions to our dealership, or get additional
information. We look forward to serving you! Welcome to Auto Expo of Huntington a family
owned and operated automobile dealership with over 25 years of experience. At Auto Expo of
Huntington we strive for customer satisfaction and take great pride in offering our customers
the best pre-owned Jeeps available. It is our primary goal to facilitate and support you in any
way throughout your buying experience. We invite you to come see our selection of Jeeps in
our Huntington Location and speak with a sales associate. We have over Jeeps Available! We
will be more than happy to answer any questions you may have about our inventory and assist
you in ,hand picking, the Jeep of you dreams. Everyone gets approved for credit regardless of
credit history. Thank you for choosing Auto Expo of Huntington, We sell the finest selection of
pre-owned Jeeps since , full service facility and detailing facility on site to ensure a reliable and
professional buying experience, all vehicles included a power-train warranty for added piece of
mind, all advertised prices reflect purchase of an extended warranty at non-promotional price,
We are not responsible for typographical errors. Our online dealership was created to assist in
your buying needs and enhance your experience in choosing the perfect Jeep for you. We have
over Jeeps Available!!! Everyone gets approved for credit reguardless of credit history. This
vehicle ran when it came in, but now itneeds work. Come check it out and save BIG on cheap
wheels or part itout for more money. The vehicle identified is inoperable or otherwisecannot be
tested for emissions. After youfix it, then it can be tested. Your search has found yourself this
great deal from the best used car dealership. First, and most importantly we have the best
prices in Michigan. In addition, our prices are no haggle and often below wholesale prices. We
will show you the price comparison of our vehicle versus the competition so you can see for
yourself what a great deal you're getting. You will also be given a CarFax vehicle history report
free of charge. Our store has been reliable and trusted for our 90 years in business. Schafer
Chevrolet is the only dealer to give you all this! Our inventory moves fast! So get off the internet
now, and give us a call or come in! You'll be glad you did! Limited to miles after purchase.
Thank you for choosing Auto Expo of Huntington, We sell the finest selection of pre-owned
Jeeps since , full service facility and detailing facility on site to ensure a reliable and
professional buying experience, most vehicles included a power-train warranty for added piece
of mind, all advertised prices reflect purchase of an extended warranty at non-promotional
price, We are not responsible for typographical errors. SO much power! Is the last year that the
Grand Cherokee's were completely off-road vehicles! And this baby can get you anywhere you
want! Call and ask for Kaete-Kat ! This warranty is valid in all fifty states. While we make every
effort to ensure the data listed here is correct, there may be instances where some of the
options or vehicle features may be listed incorrectly as we get data from multiple data sources.
Dealer cannot be held liable for data that is listed incorrectly. See Dealer for details. Recent
Arrival! That's why we set out to change the way you shop and own your next car! Is Credit A
Challenge? Our business has been handed down by generations of the Dralle family, whose
farming background led to an emphasis on effort. AutoCheck Certified Accident Free! One
Owner Vehicle! Laredo Package! Don't miss out on this fantastic Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo 4
wheel drive suv! With it's 4. Extended warranties available. Call us today at Choice Auto Sales in
Murrysville for you personal showing and test drive of this fantastic Jeep Grand Cherokee
Laredo 4 wheel drive suv! Almost all vehicles come with a 3 month warranty or a balance of
factory warranty! This vehicle has been fully serviced inspected and completely detailed unless
otherwise noted. Most vehicles are available with up to a 48 month unlimited mile warranty! We
offer low rate bank financing to qualified applicants and have financing available for all credit
types-even if you have been turned down before!!! Call us at email us at kirk 1choiceautosales.
We are closed on Sundays. Please call prior to coming out to ensure availability of vehicle. This
site, and all information and materials appearing on it, are presented to the user as is without
warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied. All vehicles are subject to prior sale.
Although we try to remove SOLD units as quickly as possible, due to our high inventory
turnover it is possible that some may remain online so please call in advance to ensure that the
vehicle of interest is in stock. While great effort is made to ensure the accuracy of the
information on this site, errors do occur so please verify information with a customer service
representative. This is easily done by calling us at or by visiting us at the dealership. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 12, Cylinders 6
cylinders 6, 8 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings

with recent price drops. No accidents. Check Availability. New Listing. Title issue. Showing 1 18 out of 12, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I purchased this Grand Cherokee Overland,
new, in I converted the instrument cluster to metric per import requirements which is why the
title wording. The Jeep had , miles at export and has had it's typical share of maintenance and
repair items. Mileage is now over , with the original engine and transmission. The Jeep does
have some modifications. Some for performance, some for mileage and some just for looks. I
added a suspension lift to clear larger tires. This is for performance but fuel mileage suffers on
the highway. Mileage, on the interstate with moderate hills and mountains always averages
MPG. This is staying at the speed limit and easy acceleration. The addition of a cold air intake
bumps the mileage up another notch too. I have always used Mobile 1 synthetic oil and a
premium oil filter. Change intervals are 10, miles. Every three years I flush ALL fluidsâ€¦brake,
transmission, cooling, transfer case and differentials. Not all is perfect. I needed to rebuild my
front differential due to excessive bearing wear. I replaced the front hubs and drive shafts at the
same time since they were already out of the Jeep. Brakes are indeed a weak point on these
Jeeps. I replaced them with PowerStop brand and they lasted about k miles. I have
accomplished this procedure three times now with the same predicted mileageâ€¦k per set. The
interior leather is not of the highest quality and the center arm rest needs to be recovered in
synthetic leather. All in all, the Jeep performs very well, even in the tough third world
environment. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. I purchased this Grand Cherokee Overland, new,
in I converted the instrument cluster to metric per import requirements which is why the title
wording. The Jeep had , miles at export and has had it's typical share of maintenance and repair
items. Mileage is now over , with the original engine and transmission. The Jeep does have
some modifications. Some for performance, some for mileage and some just for looks. I added a
suspension lift to clear larger tires. This is for performance but fuel mileage suffers on the
highway. Mileage, on the interstate with moderate hills and mountains always averages MPG.
This is staying at the speed limit and easy acceleration. The addition of a cold air intake bumps
the mileage up another notch too. I have always used Mobile 1 synthetic oil and a premium oil
filter. Change intervals are 10, miles. Every three years I flush ALL fluidsâ€¦brake, transmission,
cooling, transfer case and differentials. Not all is perfect. I needed to rebuild my front differential
due to excessive bearing wear. I replaced the front hubs and drive shafts at the same time since
they were already out of the Jeep. Brakes are indeed a weak point on these Jeeps. I replaced
them with PowerStop brand and they lasted about k miles. I have accomplished this procedure
three times now with the same predicted mileageâ€¦k per set. The interior leather is not of the
highest quality and the center arm rest needs to be recovered in synthetic leather. All in all, the
Jeep performs very well, even in the tough third world environment. I have owned my since
Bought with 85k miles and now have over k miles. Only minor repairs during life of vehicle so
far. Very comfortable, performance lacking big time but isn't a V8, MPG awful! Probably get
MPG on average. Most get is 18MPG hwy but with very conservative driving. Only major repairs
is a transmission solenoid about at k miles, fuel pump at 90k miles ran the gas too low for a
long period of time my own fault. Other than that change all fluids when your supposed to and
has been a good reliable vehicle for me. I purchased my Rocky Mountain Edition as a dealer
demo. Fully loaded with all options except the navigation system. It is a Jeep - meaning that it
has its quirks and faults. That being said; I wouldn't own anything else. I use this vehicle for my
job which is building cell towers in extremely remote and rural areas such as mountain top
sites. This Grand Cherokee has never left me stranded and no major problems. But keep in
mind that a Jeep does need constant maintenance and care. It is not a Honda or a Toyota that
you can abuse and not have any consequences. Flush the tranny every 30k, flush the cooling
system every 30k, change out the differential and transfer case fluids every 40k. I was a foreign
car technician for almost 20yrs, and have found this vehicle to be very well built. The vehicle
has received more than the required maintenance, by cutting required fluid changes in half.
Have only had to replace the Crank Position Sensor K, and all coolant hoses K service, other
than normal wear items. This Vehicle has a timeless exterior, functional clean and comfortable
interior. The other being the Dinasaur inline 6 cyldr all cast iron, pushrod engine. This easy to
work on , smooth running engine defies "Murphys Law" - If its hard to get to - it will break! I
would recommend using high quality motor oil or adding a Zinc additive to it , do to the flat
tappet design of the lifters in the engine, and the reduction of Zinc in modern oils due to
environmental concerns. I bought my 04 G. I now have just over k on it and haven't had a
problem that I would consider to be beyond routine maintenance. Don't let all these people
scare you talking about the window regulators going bad, it is a problem but not a big deal.
What do you want- stuff will go bad on any car. The 6 cyl. I would recommend a jeep to anyone.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Grand Cherokee. View Photos.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars

1 star. Good SUV! Very reliable and well built Vehicle. Items per page:. Write a review See all
Grand Cherokees for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Grand Cherokee. Sign Up. Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Very friendly and kind staff got all the
information that was needed and it worked best they could to get to get a vehicle. Unfortunately
we couldnt comw toether on communication, but I will say they did not stop trying for me. Made
an appointment to see a vehicle, I arrived on time only to find out my 70 mile round trip was a
waste of time because the truck was sold. Very disappointed. They sent a message stating it
was no longer available but its still showing in sysyem. Excellent response time explained in
Excellent Prifessonal Matter not rushee not pushee the manager gets 5 star for treating others
the way he wants to be treated much respect towards the Manger ov the sales department I
would recommend he will h. I would recommend them to anyone.. Great knowledge of the car
industry and great experience They guys are really nice and seemingly honest, This lot is a
purchase only site so you have to bring your own financing. Bought at Chevy Equinox for them.
After 2 and half weeks check engine light came on and have had nothing but problems. Sunroof
leaks, rust all under the car, connector replaced, in desperate need of tune up and other issues.
I called the dealership and they said there was nothing they could do. I will never buy another
car from them ever again. I highly recommend you look elsewhere. Very very bad 2 day after the
engine it's not good I call them and then say one of the owners don't call me don't bother me
take me to the courts Don't believe this company. Car was not at all what the dealer claimed.
After I drove the car and let the dealer know what problems I had noticed including extreme
shaking and side wall tire rot the dealer acted like he knew nothing about. Dealer seemed
inconvenienced to even come meet with me. Took their time with me to make sure my
experience was a better one than previous dealerships. The description was inaccurate the cab
smelled like cig smoke and there was some sort of sticky film all over the truck. Paint chips and
scratches all over the truck. Dealer very easy to work with. Truck was just what I was looking
for. Accurate description given on website. Dealer was great having look over the vehicle and
test drive. No hassle at all. Great experience but was not what we were looking for. Dealer
experience was great. Ray and the staff of GB were very helpful, knowledgable and friendly. The
truck is awesome. Thanks Ray! The people at Good Buy Auto Sales was very knowledgeable
and honest. He did not try to pressure me into any particular car. He sold me a nice car at a very
good price a great running car. I will recommend anybody to go to them for a good used car.
We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. Request Information. CarGurus User. Authorized
Jeep Dealer. Private Seller: Tracy. Frankfort, IL Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Image Not
Available. Private Seller: amanda. Urbana, IL Message Seller. Beautiful car! Great handling,
quiet, met my towing needs. I ended up buying a brand new model to get the features and
colors that I wanted. Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. The dealer was very helpful in telling me about the truck unfortunately I did not
buy at this time. They are great people. Moe is doing everything in power to help me We
couldn't make it to the dealership during regular hrs. So they met us at that evening. They were
very curtious, answered all my questions, and never pressured us in any way. We came back
that weekend and purchased the vehicle from them. These folks were quick to respond, very
courteous and helpful. I was unable to purchase the vehicle of interest as it went missing??
Very honest and up front about the used vehicle condition and the repair work performed. They
post pictures of vehicles on the outside and non of the interior to show damaged areas. On the
outside the Honda looked amazing and well taken care of but the inside was awful and torn up
seats even wear and tear by the handle of doors. Not worth the asking price. Jennifer medina
was exceptional!! She didn't actually help find anything! But she responded which is awesome
in my books. They were on their game no doubt. The entire time I was treated very well and
updated about the whole process since I live in another state and was going to have a car
shipped. Dealer went ahead and pulled my credit for a truck I was going to buy, I sent over my
ID and insurance and was told they would give me a call back. Very good car dealership. Would
recommend to anyone. They bend over backwards to help. Honest and unbeatable prices. The
car we purchased is excellent, we are very very happy and will be referring all our family and
friends. Entire staff was extremely polite, helpful and efficient! Car was immaculate and ready to

hit the road as advertised! Kudos to Adam and Joe for their personal attention! Great
dealership! Nice used vehicles at great prices. Great experience. Negatives: Lot was packed,
couldn't get to all the cars to look around, had to move a car to get to this car. Vents had a
sound when heat was turned on, paint was chipped, was dirty, no gas was afraid to go far on
the test drive , motor didn't sound good. Salesman said it needed a serpentine belt. Positives:
The color, the price, they let you test drive alone. Very friendly and kind staff got all the
information that was needed and it worked best they could to get to get a vehicle. For , the
Grand Cherokee received a facelift that included a restyled front fascia. Jeep expanded the
Grand Cherokee line to five trims for Laredo, Limited, and Overland continue, and new Special
and Freedom Editions trims were added. This inline six with overhead valves is rated at
horsepower and pound-feet of torque. The six-cylinder comes with a four-speed automatic. A
high-output version of the 4. The Laredo, the base trim, comes with a good deal of standard
equipment, including a six-speaker Infinity sound system with CD player, cloth upholstery, a
six-way power driver's seat, tilt steering, cruise control, and power windows, mirrors, and locks.
The new two special-edition models are essentially packages added to the Laredo. The Freedom
Edition adds high-back cloth seats with Jeep logo embroidery on driver's and passenger seat
backs and chrome tow hooks. More luxurious is the Limited model, which adds leather
upholstery, automatic dual-zone climate control, fog lights, a universal garage door opener,
low-back bucket seats, and other features. A way power adjustable driver's seat, a memory
function for the driver's seat and mirrors, and other features are available in option packages.
The Overland adds satin-silver aluminum wheels, metallic-painted side rock rails, an exclusive
Dark Slate suede interior with redwood burl accents and embroidered floor mats, a disc CD
changer, and an express-open power sunroof. Ceiling-mounted side-curtain airbags are
standard. Drivers applaud the Jeep Cherokee's safety and performance, pulling power and
towing capacity, off-road ability, technology, comfort, and handling. The paint appears to chip,
however, and that certainly displeases owners. Gas mileage is also lower than drivers would
like. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Jeep Grand Cherokee listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Request Information. Image Not Available. Authorized Jeep Dealer. Read more. Why Use
CarGurus? As AMC began development of the next Jeep in , management created a business
process that is now known as product lifecycle management PLM. Meanwhile, new
communication systems allowed potential conflicts to be resolved faster, thus reducing costly
engineering changes, because all drawings and documents were in a central database. The
Grand Cherokee thus became the first Chrysler-badged Jeep product. Development work for the
new Jeep model continued and Chrysler's employees after the buyout of AMC were eager for a
lates release date; however, CEO Lee Iacocca was pushing for redesigned Chrysler minivans ,
thus delaying the Grand Cherokee's release until late [9] as an Explorer competitor. Unlike the
Explorer, the Grand Cherokee utilized monocoque unibody construction, whereas the Explorer
was a derivative of the Ranger pickup with a separate body-on-frame. The original Grand
Cherokee was launched in as a model year vehicle in the luxury SUV segment. The base model
included features such as full instrumentation, cloth interior, and a standard five-speed manual
transmission , while gaining the moniker "SE" name for the model year. Power windows and
locks were not standard equipment on the base trim. The minimal price tag differential resulted
in low consumer demand, and as a result, the low-line model was eventually discontinued.
Additional standard features included a driver-side airbag and four-wheel anti-lock braking
system ABS. The Laredo was the mid-scale model with standard features that included power
windows , power door locks , cruise control, and a leather-wrapped steering wheel. Exterior
features included medium-grey plastic paneling on the lower body and five-spoke alloy wheels.
The Limited was the premium model, featuring body-color lower body paneling, and gold
exterior accents. By the options list grew to include heated seats. Standard was the 4. Package
groups with the various trim levels included: fog lamps, skid plates, as well as convenience,
lighting, luxury, power, security, and trailer towing packages. When it was first introduced in
April as an early model year vehicle, the Grand Cherokee only had one powertrain choice: the 4.
This became the "volume" engine for the Grand Cherokee. Low demand for the manual

transmission resulted in its discontinuation after , but European-market ZJs retained it when
coupled to the diesel engine which was unavailable in North America. The drive train choices
included rear-wheel drive or four-wheel-drive. In , the engine dropped 5 horsepower to due to
new EPA regulations imposed on the model year. In , for the model year, a variant of the
top-level Grand Cherokee Limited, the "5. Jeep ads claimed it to be the "world's fastest sport
utility vehicle", verified by third-party testing. The primary improvements in the 5. The 5. Other
features include a standard watt, speaker Infinity Gold sound system with rear roof-mounted
soundbar, standard sunroof, and an interior swaddled with unique "calf's nap" soft leather and
faux wood trim. The production of this model was 14, units. Export models produced at the
plant in Graz, Austria, were given the vehicle designation of "ZG". The European model was
coded WG. The spare tire was relocated from the side of the cargo compartment to under the
floor. Like the MY ZJ, the rear tailgate glass opened separately. The two heavy pushrod V8
engines were replaced by Chrysler's then-new PowerTech. The new V8 engine produced less
torque than the old pushrods, but was lighter, offered better fuel economy, and provided similar
on-road performance figures the gallon fuel tank was replaced with one of a The straight-six
engine was also updated. A redesign of the intake manifold added 10 horsepower 7. A notable
feature available in this generation was the automatic four-wheel drive option called
Quadra-Drive , which employed the New Venture Gear NV transfer case. This two-speed
chain-driven transfer case uses a gerotor, a clutch pack coupled to a hydraulic pump, to
transfer torque between the front and rear axles. The transfer case contains three modes, 4-All
Time, Neutral, and 4-Lo. If the rear axle starts spinning at a higher rate than the front axle,
hydraulic pressure builds up in the gerotor and causes the clutch pack to progressively transfer
torque to the front axle until both axles return to the same speed. A neutral mode is intended for
towing the vehicle. In 4-Lo, the front and rear axles are locked together through a 2. Vari-Lok
differentials also use a gerotor to transfer torque between the wheels on either side of the axle.
The major advantage of Quadra-Drive was that the combined transfer case and progressive
locking differentials in each axle could automatically control traction between all four wheels.
However, only the center differential could be permanently locked, and only in 4Lo. It included
three planetary gear sets rather than the two normally used in a four-speed automatic. This gave
it six theoretical speeds, and it would have been the first six-speed transmission ever produced
in volume, but it was programmed to only use five of these ratios. Four were used for upshifts,
with a different second gear for downshifts. Although five of the six ratios were used, Chrysler
decided to call it a "4-speed automatic". For MY , the programming was changed to make use of
all six ratios. Rather than have six forward gears, the transmission was programmed to act as a
five-speed with the alternate second gear for downshifts. The 42RE 4-speed automatic remained
the transmission for the inline 6 engine. It had slight changes from the previous model Grand
Cherokee. The interior was also completely redesigned. The redesign allowed for larger rear
doors, and more space for rear passengers. Controls for various items like headlights, heated
seats, and rear wiper were moved to more convenient locations. The electronic Vehicle
Information center was moved from below the radio to above the windshield and was standard
on â€” models. Limited models included automatic dual-zone climate control. A CD changer
was also available with the Infinity Audio package. UniFrame is an unusual construction
scheme, it incorporates all of the strength and durability of a body-on-frame construction into a
unitized construction. By adding stiffness and rigidity to the structure, they enhanced the ride
and strengthened the network of steel beams, rails and pillars or "safety cage" that surround
and protect occupants. More than 70 percent of the underbody is high-strength steel. The Grand
Cherokee received a minor facelift for including round fog lamps, a lower front fascia , and a
new body color-matched inset grille design. Export models produced at the plant in Graz,
Austria, were given the vehicle designation of "WG". The 3. A Mercedes Benz sourced 3. Jeep
replaced the XJ-era live-axle with leading-arms front suspension found in the ZJ and WJ with an
independent double-wishbone setup like that which debuted in the Liberty. The lower portion of
the front bumper was still removable as it was from launch to increase the approach angle for
off-road use. The 4. The Jeep Grand Cherokee is available with an improved 5. The engine uses
variable valve timing to increase fuel economy. The fourth-generation WK2 Grand Cherokee
went on sale in summer as a model. This culminated in the Chrysler Chapter 11 reorganization
that same year. The fourth-generation Grand Cherokee retains its classic Jeep styling combined
with a modern and sleek body style. The interior features leather trim and real wood accents,
plus Bluetooth and uConnect electronics options. With the additional awards for the Grand
Cherokee, the Jeep Grand Cherokee has won 30 awards for off-road capability, luxury, value,
best-in-class, and safety, making it the most awarded SUV ever. Like previous generations, the
WK2 Grand Cherokee chassis is a steel unibody. Unlike previous generations, it features
four-wheel independent suspension for better on-road handling. Optional Quadra-Lift height

adjustable air suspension can raise the vehicle's ground clearance up to Engine choices
include the all new 3. The V8 comes with the multi-speed automatic transmission that includes
Electronic Range Selection ERS to manually limit the high gear operating range. Alongside the
Wrangler, the Grand Cherokee was the first model to be sold directly by Jeep in the country.
The two-row version will be revealed later. The two-row Grand Cherokee will continue to be
assembled at the nearby Jefferson North Assembly Plant , where it has been assembled since
its introduction in for the model year. The Grand Cherokee L wheelbase is 6. While all models
will be powered by a 3. Three different four wheel drive systems will be available: Quadra-Trac I
standard on Laredo and Limited models , Quadra-Trac II featuring low range standard on
Overland and Summit models , and Quadra-Drive II with low range and "Quadra Lift" air
suspension system optional only on the Overland trim , as well as rear wheel drive. When
properly equipped, the Grand Cherokee will be able to tow up to 7, lbs. The Grand Cherokee will
also be able to ford up to two feet 24 inches of water when equipped with the Quadra Lift air
suspension system. All engines will be mated to a ZF -sourced eight-speed automatic
transmission that is controlled via a rotary shift knob. For the first time, the Grand Cherokee will
offer a watt, nineteen-speaker McIntosh premium amplified surround sound audio system,
replacing the previous watt, eighteen-speaker Harman Kardon system on the Grand Cherokee
WK2. Other new features available for the first time on a Grand Cherokee include massaging
front seats, a rear seat view camera, a surround-view degree camera system, a rear view camera
digital mirror, wireless Apple CarPlay and Android Auto smartphone integration, Qi -compatible
wireless device charging, heated and ventilated second-row seats, second-row captain's chairs,
twenty-one inch tires and wheels, Level 2 semi-autonomous driving technology, and
power-folding second and third-row seats. The Grand Cherokee will be the third Fiat Chrysler
Automobiles product to offer the new UConnect 5 infotainment suite, which will offer either an
8. In moderate- to high- energy rear collisions, the fuel tank located behind the rear axle could
be compromised structurally, resulting in fuel leakage and fire. Also affected are â€” Jeep
Liberty models and â€” Jeep Cherokee models, which totals about 5. In June , Chrysler
Corporation responded to the recall, agreeing to recall 2. The recall will include 2. Two weeks
prior to this recall, Chrysler Corporation claimed that the affected Jeep vehicles were safe,
citing the vehicles' rates of fatal rear-impact crashes involving fire as well as their compliance
with then-current requirements of FMVSS standard No. To remedy the problem, Jeep
dealerships will install a trailer hitch onto the rear bumpers of the vehicles that will protect the
fuel tank if the vehicle is involved in a rear impact. If an affected vehicle is not currently
equipped with a trailer hitch , one will be installed onto it, and older Jeep and non-factory
aftermarket trailer hitches will be replaced with one from Chrysler Corporation. Despite the
recall, the market for these Jeep vehicles has not suffered. This followed cases of cars rolling
away due to the transfer case moving into neutral of its own accord, and the owner not having
applied the parking brake. The cause of the roll-aways was faulty soldering in the transfer case
actuator. It has been deduced that the revised software detects this by noting any deviation in
resistance, and thereupon locks the transfer case in the high ratio for safety; but that it is
over-reacting to minor resistance variations from other causes. Originally Chrysler dealers
claimed that the loss of neutral and low ratio following the recall was a coincidence; then it
claimed that the revised software was revealing pre-existing faults in the system, despite it
occurring even with new parts. Chrysler has also claimed that only a small fraction of cars have
issues following the recall; [66] but most users never have occasion to use the low ratio and
may never discover the fault. Four years after this recall its issues remain unresolved. In April ,
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration NHTSA ordered a recall of and Jeep Grand
Cherokees and other cars that use an electronic gear shifter because it sometimes does not go
into or does not remain in the park position, despite the operator's best intentions. Consumers
reported that they put the car in park and left the engine running, and then were surprised when
the car rolled away under power. The Company is aware of 41 injuries that are potentially
related. The vehicles involved in these events were inspected and no evidence of equipment
failure was found. The vehicles also deliver warning chimes and alert messages if their
driver-side doors are opened while their engines are still running and "PARK" is not engaged.
However, the investigation suggested these measures may be insufficient to deter some drivers
from exiting their vehicles without selecting "PARK," so FCA US will enhance the warnings and
transmission-shift strategy on these vehicles. The enhancements will combine warnings with a
transmission-shift strategy to automatically prevent a vehicle from moving, under certain
circumstances, even if the driver fails to select "PARK. Jeep has now replaced the shifter with a
conventional lever which stays in position for late models. In October , â€”14 model year Grand
Cherokees were recalled due to improperly installed brake shields in some vehicles. From
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At JustforJeeps. The to Jeep Grand Cherokee is a prime example. Our extensive selection of
parts for this rig validates this claim. Just by
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briefly browsing through our lineup of Jeep Grand Cherokee accessories, you'll see that there
are few parts that we don't carry. Winch Warn Zeon 8-S Premium lb. Winch Warn Zeon S
Premium 10,lb. Winch Warn Zeon S Premium 12,lb. This collection can make your life easier. It
also has the capacity to unlock your Jeep's full potential. If you want to add some hauling
capacity, we have a number of cargo carriers that will remove the hassle from transporting
everything from skis to whatever else you need to take with you. If you want to add any
electrical, audio, or security equipment , we have a variety of options for those as well. All of
these products are made of high-quality materials, as one would expect from products made by
brands like Mopar. If you're like us - unwilling to compromise on quality - then you'll love
shopping our entire online store. And our budget-friendly prices make it easy for you to find
everything you need without overpaying. Thank you for joining our newsletter!

